
HOW TO WRITE AN ESSAY INTRODUCTION IELTS

How To Write an Effective Introduction For IELTS Writing Task 2 The introduction is the first part of the essay the
examiner will read and it will.

An IELTS introduction paragraph does not require anything more to fulfil the requirements of the marking
criteria for writing task 2. We use the hook in many essays but â€¦. You can also check out a short video on
this lesson: Further Examples Example 2: Question: Science and technology have helped the world make
many advances. Thesis statements are very important but only in question that ask you for your opinion. To
write the perfect answer and get the highest IELTS band score possible, you need to write quickly but also
keep calm and focussed on writing your answer. Even Mat Clark is not exactly good at this. To what extent do
you agree or disagree? Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or experience. However, there is a system to use that gives you a great balanced structure which
will help you get a good mark for answering the question You can see various ways of paraphrasing a
background statement on this page: Introduction Background Statement Practice 4. Introduction In many
developing countries, there are a number of skilled academics leaving in search of better pay, increased
socioeconomic benefits, and the chance to earn citizenship in a developed country. Lots of IELTS candidates
do not actually do this, as they are trying to impress the examiner with big posh words and forget to focus on
actually giving a point of view and supporting that opinion with good examples and clear thought. Others
believe that it could be used for the most serious crimes. Discuss both views and give your opinion. One
solution that is being implemented is the introduction of physical education lessons in the school curriculum.
Paraphrasing Another important point - don't copy from the question! Some people say that instead of seeing
the Internet as a way of opening up new communication possibilities world wide, we should be concerned
about the effect this is having on social interaction. In my opinion, I strongly agree that the integration of
physical education lessons will greatly assist in kerbing obesity. The introduction is a functional paragraph and
when you have completed its function, move quickly on to the body paragraphs. Good answer: One of the
keys to adulthood is appreciating how to budget your finances. This should be one sentence only. This keeps
the writing in the main body paragraphs clear for the examiner to read and doesn't become confusing, you
should ideally stick to a structure that you have practised and revised, in order to gain a high band score.
Paraphrase: Rising global temperatures and human health and fitness issues are often viewed as being caused
by the expanding use of automobiles. The function of this statement is to present the issues in the essay
question. Blood sports should be banned. Introduction Obesity has become a huge concern as an increasing
percentage of the population have become overweight and this has put a tremendous strain on the healthcare
authorities, leading to increased costs. All essays must have this statement. Do these outweigh the
disadvantages? Outline statement: Firstly, this essay will discuss the production of greenhouse gases by
vehicles and secondly, it will discuss other toxic chemicals released by internal combustion engines. In my
view Being able to write a good introduction to your task 2 essay is important because it shows the examiner
that you can paraphrase, use synonyms and logically start to organise your writing. Therefore, you cannot
learn an amazing sentence that you can insert into an essay, as it is very unlikely that you will be able to use it
in your specific question that you have on the day of your test. As you can see, the first sentence consists of
the topic plus some background facts on the topic which have been taken from the rubric. Main body
paragraph 2- toxic chemical produced by car engines. Most of the time, you just have to paraphrase the fact
provided in the topic question. You will demonstrate your evidences in the body paragraphs anyway; if you
also do that in the introduction, then your writing will be repetitive. This essay will discuss the reasons for this
increase and consider what practical solutions are available. The topic does not have to be in the first sentence,
but it should be made clear somewhere in the introduction. Paraphrasing the question To paraphrase text is to
read the question then rewrite it in your own words. What problems does this cause?


